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1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xThe functional equation in 5 or 12 of Hecke theta series and L-func-
tions with primitive Grossen-characters will be generalized to their compo-È
nents, which differ from the former series by some additional congruence




its components modulo t are
‘
ysa n , j g Z.Ý n
ns1
Ž .n’j mod t
If an L-function or a theta series has more than one nonvanishing
component, then we call its components proper. In order to find functional
equations we need some condition on the modulus t g N which will be
explained in Section 2. The case t s 1 is well known.
In Section 5 we will show that the components of theta series with
Grossen-characters on any imaginary quadratic field are entire modularÈ
forms of one variable on some congruence group if in addition t divides
24. As an application we will be able to identify several h-products with
components of theta series.
w x w xIn 3 , 4 h-products with partially multiplicative Fourier coefficients are
considered, and by using the theory of Hecke operators certain linear
U w xSections 2]5 are part of the first author's thesis 8 .
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Ž .combinations can be identified with complete Hecke theta series which
are Hecke eigenforms with lacunary Fourier expansion. Then in many
cases the components of these theta series turn out to be individual
h-products.
A systematic treatment of Hecke theta series which are modular forms
w x w xof level 2, 3 or 4 is given in 9 , 10 , and in some cases the theta series or
their proper components are identified with h-products.
It was the aim of our research to investigate the components of arbitrary
Hecke theta series directly, thus providing a systematic approach to
h-product identities. In particular in Section 7 we give a table of such
components equal to an h-product which contains a complete list of all
Ž .pairs m, d g N = N with 1 F m F 23 and squarefree d such that
'Ž . Ž . Ž .h t h mt equals a component of a theta series on Q yd .
2. THE NORM REGULATOR
First we will describe the condition on t. Let K denote an algebraic
number field and R its ring of integers. For a nonzero ideal M of R let
y1 <J M s AB 0 / A , B 1 R , A q M s R s B q M , 4Ž . Ž .
the group of fractional ideals of K prime to M, and let
y1 < 4P M s ab R 0 / a, b g R , aR q M s R , a ’ b mod M ,Ž .
= Žthe subgroup of principal ideals cR with c ’ 1 mod M multiplicative
. 5 5congruence . If t is a natural number such that the norm A of every
Ž .integral ideal A in J M is prime to t, then we have a homomorphism
=J M “ ZrtZŽ . Ž .
Ž .from J M into the unit group of Z modulo t given by
y1y1 y1 =5 5 5 5 5 5AB ‹ AB mod t s A mod t B mod t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . 5 5The greatest number t s t M such that its prime divisors divide M and
Ž .that the kernel of this homomorphism contains P M will be called the
norm regulator of M. It is the least common multiple of all natural numbers
which allow this homomorphism and really exists since t s 1 induces the
5 Ž .5  4homomorphism and since P M / 1 . In other words: the divisors of
Ž .t M are exactly the numbers t g N for which the homomorphism
5 5 =? : J M “ QŽ .
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Ž .from J M into the group of nonzero rational numbers induces a homo-
morphism
=H M “ ZrtZŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .from the small ray class group H M s J M rP M into the unit group of
Z modulo t.
Remark 2.1. From tR > M it easily follows
N a q M ; N a q tZŽ . Ž .
for all a g R prime to M where N denotes the norm function on K.
Ž .Moreover it can be shown that t N t M is equivalent to saying that
N a q M ; N a q tZŽ . Ž .
< <for all a g R prime to M. For totally imaginary number fields, N s N .
Hence in this case the norm regulator of M is a multiple of the greatest
number t g N with tR > M. So for these number fields there is an infinite
Ž Ž . .=set of integral ideals M with nontrivial group Zrt M Z . On the other
Ž .hand it can be shown that t M F 2 in the real quadratic case.
Ž .Now let Hom K, C denote the group of homomorphisms from K to C,
and define
K s x g C x s x for all tŽ . ŁR t t t½ 5
Ž .tgHom K , C
which is an R-algebra called the Minkowski space of K. Since K is
canonically embedded in K we regard elements of K as elements of K .R R
Ž .Recall that a Grossen-character modulo M on K is a homomorphismÈ
< < < 4x : J M “ C s w g C w s 1Ž . 1
Ž . Ž .= Ž .with a unique character x : RrM “ C and a unique continuousf 1
= Ž . Ž . Ž .homomorphism x : K “ C such that x aR s x a mod M x a for‘ R 1 f ‘
all a g R prime to M.
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.2. Sometimes we will write x a instead of x a mod Mf f
Ž . Ž .and x a s 0 if a is not prime to M. Also we define x I s 0 for af
fractional ideal not prime to M.
w xRemark 2.3. According to 12, p. 497f there is a uniquely determined
Ž .p s p g Ł Z with p , p G 0, p p s 0 and a uniquely determinedt t t t t t
Ž .q s q g K with q s q g R such thatt R t t
p < <ypqi qx x s N x xŽ . Ž .‘
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= Ž .for all x g K . Here N is the norm function z ‹ Ł z on Ł C,R t t t t
p Ž pt . < < Ž < <.x s x and x s x . Furthermore we identify complex numbers zt t
Ž .with z, . . . , z g Ł C. For an arbitrary unit x of the ring Ł C we definet t
Ž .x x by the same equation.‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .For t N t M let G M > P M be the kernel of the above homomor-t
phism
=5 5? : J M “ ZrtZ .Ž . Ž .
A Grossen-character x modulo M will be called primiti¤e with respect to aÈ
Ž .divisor t of t M if x N is not the restriction of any Grossen-char-ÈG ŽM .t
acter modulo N for some ideal N > M different to M or, equivalently, if
for all N N M different to M there is a number a g R prime to M with
a ’ 1 mod N , N a ’ 1 mod t , x a / 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .f
wA Grossen-character primitive with respect to 1 is called primiti¤e, cf. 11,È
x w xp. 91 or 12, p. 494 .
Remark 2.4. The condition which was mentioned in the introduction
Ž .can now be specified: t should divide t M , and x should be primitive with
respect to t. It is not superfluous, but a counterexample will be omitted.
3. IDEAL NUMBERS AND COMPONENTS OF GAUSSIAN
SUMS
For the statement and the proof of the functional equation we use ideal
Ž .numbers, following Hecke. We identify K with the subring t K of Ł C.t t
Ã = =Ž .A subgroup K of Ł C containing K is called a domain of idealt
numbers for K if there is a surjective homomorphism
Ã? : K “ J RŽ . Ž .
= Ž . =with kernel R and k s kR for all k g K .
wRemark 3.1. Every number field has a domain of ideal numbers 12, p.
x506 .
Ã Ž .Remark 3.2. For every ideal number c g K we have c s cA l K
where A denotes the ring of algebraic integers of C.
Ã ÃNow let R be the monoid of algebraic integers of a domain K of ideal
Ã y1 = Žnumbers. For a, b g R we say a ’ b mod M if ab g K and M N a y
Ã.b . By this equivalence relation the set RrM of equivalence classes
Ã Ãinherits the monoid structure of R. For all a g R we have
y1 w x 4a mod M s a q a a M _ 0 cf. 12, p. 508 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž Ž .y1 .  4especially a mod R s a a _ 0 . A residue class a mod M is a unit in
Ã ÃŽ .RrM if and only if a q M s R. Therefore RrR is a group which is
Ž .isomorphic to the class group H R . The group composition of elements
Ž .y1a mod R is the multiplication of the Z-modules a a . Hence for any
Ã y1 Ã ÃŽ .  4Z-module I s c c , c g K the set I _ 0 is a residue class modulo R
Ã Ãof R. Furthermore such a Z-module I corresponds to a class I of
Ã ÃŽ .integral ideals because of H R ( RrR. We denote by IrM the set of
Ã Ãclasses b mod M with b g I , i.e., b mod M ; I. For any t g N the
ÃŽ .property t N t M means that the multiplicative function R “ N, a ‹
< Ž . <N a induces a homomorphism
= =ÃRrM “ ZrtZ .Ž .Ž .
Ž .=Remark 3.3. If x is a Grossen-character modulo M, then x : RrMÈ f
Ã =Ž . Ž .“ C can be continued to a character x : RrM “ C by x a s1 f 1 f
y1 ÃŽŽ .. Ž .x a x a for all a g R.‘
Ž .Let Tr: Ł C “ C be the trace function x ‹ Ý x and putt g HomŽK , C. t t t
2p i? z ÃŽ .e z s e for complex numbers z. Choose m and d g R such that
Ž . Ž .m s M and d is the absolute different of K. Then the ``partial
Gaussian sum''
Ãt x , a, j s x x e Tr axrmd , a g R , j g ZŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý f
ÃxgIrM
< Ž . < Ž .N x ’j mod t
Ã y1Ž . Ž w x.with I s mdra mdra is well defined cf. 12, p. 509 . If x is the‘
= Ž . Ž .character K “ C corresponding to x then the number x md t x , a, jR 1 ‘
is independent from the choice of m and d by definition of Grossen-char-È
acters. Hence
G x , j s G x , j mod t s x md t x , 1, jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ‘
is independent from the choice of the domain of ideal numbers for K. For
Ž . Ž . Ž .t s 1 we write G x s G x , j which turns out to be the same as W x in
w Ž .x11, 3.3.8 .
4. FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
Let x be a Grossen-character on a number field K with R as its ring ofÈ
Ž .integers. We need the product L x ; s of Gamma factors as defined in‘
w x12, p. 518 . Let I be a class of integral ideals of K and j a rational
Ž .integer. The component j modulo t of the Hecke L-function L x , I; s s
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Ž .5 5ysÝ x I I isI g I
5 5ysL x , I , j; s s x I I Re s ) 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
IgI
5 5 Ž .I ’j mod t
If D denotes the discriminant of K and M the modulus of x , then we
define
sr2< < 5 5L x , I , j; s s D M L x ; s L x , I , j; s Re s ) 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘
Ž . w x Ž .As a generalization of Theorem 8.5 in 12 the case t s 1 we obtain:
Ž .THEOREM 1. The function L x , I , j; ? is holomorphic on the half plane
Ž .Re s ) 1 and can be meromorphically continued to the whole s-plane. If
M / R or p / 0, then this continuation is holomorphic e¤erywhere. If x is
primiti¤e with respect to t and if there is an I g I prime to M with
5 5 Ž .I ’ j mod t , then it satisfies the functional equation
X
L x , I , j; 1 y s s C x G x , kj L x , I , k ; sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
Ž .k mod t
i qTrŽ p. y1'Ž . Ž Ž < < . 5 5 .where C x s i N md M with p and q as defined in remark
X Ž . X2.3 and where the class I of integral ideals is defined by md g II .
Remark 4.1. The set of Grossen-characters on a totally imaginaryÈ
number field primitive with respect to some t ) 2 is infinite. So apparently
for these number fields we obtain infinitely many proper components with
a functional equation. But we have no criterion for a component to be
different from 0.
wThe theorem follows by the Mellin principle analogously as in 12, Kap.
xVII.8 from a functional equation of the corresponding theta series
21 a
pÃu x , I , j; z s x a N a e Tr z ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý f ž /ž /2 mdÃagI
< Ž . < Ž .N a ’j mod t
<z g H s z g C z s z , Im z ) 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ł½ 5t t t t
t
Ã y1 ÃŽ .with I s c c for some ideal number c g K and with p as defined in
remark 2.3.
ÃŽ .THEOREM 2. The series u x , I , j; ? con¤erges absolutely, and uniformly
so, on any compact subset of H. If x is primiti¤e with respect to t and if there
Ã < Ž . < Ž .is an a g I coprime to the conductor of x with N a ’ j mod t , then the
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functional equation
pq1r2 XÃ Ãu x , I , j; y1rz s C x N zri G x , kj u x , I , k ; zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý
Ž .k mod t
Ã X y1 Ãy1Ž . Ž .is satisfied with I s md md I and with C x as in theorem 1.
w xThe proof is essentially the same as in 12, Kap. VII.7 and will be
omitted here. However, because of the additional congruence condition on
Ž . w xthe summation index, one needs a generalization of Satz 7.5 12 on
Gaussian sums to ``partial Gaussian sums:''
LEMMA 1. For a Grossen-character x primiti¤e with respect to t we ha¤eÈ
t x , a, j s x a t x , 1, N a j .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .f
Ã Ž .Proof. Let M and I be as in the definition of t x , a, j .
Ž .=First case: a mod M g SrM . Then xa mod M runs through the units
y1 ÃŽ .in md md rM if x mod M runs through the units in IrM. This implies
yy1
t x , a, j s x y a mod M e SpŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý f ž /ž /mdy1 =Ž Ž . .yg md md rM
y1< Ž Ž . . < Ž .N y a mod M ’j mod t
y
s x a x y e SpŽ . Ž .Ýf f ž /ž /mdy1 =Ž Ž . .yg md md rM
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .N y ’ N a j mod t
s x a t x , 1, N a j .Ž . Ž .Ž .f
Ž .= Ž .Second case: a mod M f SrM , i.e., a q M / R. Then
y1N s M a q M > MŽ .Ž .
is an integral ideal different from M. By assumption on x there is a
number m g R prime to M with
m ’ 1 mod N , N m ’ 1 mod t , x m / 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .f
Ã Ã y1Ž . Ž .ŽŽ .Hence xm ’ x mod N for all x g I. Since aI N s md d a a q
.y1 Ž .y1M ; md d , this implies
y1 y1axm g ax q md d s ax q md md M .Ž . Ž .
Ž .y1This means axm ’ ax mod M because of ax g md md . Therefore we
have
axm
t x , a, j s x x e Sp .Ž . Ž .Ý f ž /ž /md=ÃŽ .xg IrM
< Ž . < Ž .N x ’j mod t
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< Ž . < Ž .Since m mod M is a unit in RrM and N m ’ 1 mod t we get
ayy1
t x , a, j s x y m mod M e SpŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý f ž /ž /md=ÃŽ .yg IrM
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .N y ’ N m j mod t
s x m t x , a, j .Ž . Ž .f
Ž . Ž . Ž .This implies t x , a, j s 0 because of x m / 1. But x a vanishes too.f f
So again our claim is established.
5. MODULAR FORMS
Our investigation of components of theta series and L-functions is
Ž . w x w x w x w xmotivated by numerical examples see the following one in 9 , 10 , 3 , 4
for certain identities of components of theta series with class characters on
imaginary quadratic fields K, i.e., with a Grossen-character x on K withÈ
uua a
x a s or a g KŽ . Ž .‘ ž / ž /< < < <a a
Ž . Ž . 4for some u g N . In that case H s z, z N z g C, Im z ) 0 , and0
ÃŽ .u x , I , j; ? can be considered as a function of one variable which is
holomorphic on the usual upper half plane and satisfies
1 Ã < <u x , I , j; md tŽ .
w
5 5 u r2 5 5s d q x I I e I t , Im t ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
IgI
5 5 Ž .I ’j mod t
where w is the number of units in R, I is the class of integral ideals
Ã Ž . Ž .corresponding to I , u g N is the number with p s u, 0 or p s 0, u0
and
1rw if M s R , u s 0, j ’ 0 mod tŽ .
d s ½ 0 otherwise.
w xEXAMPLE. For R s Z i and M s 24R the group of units of RrM is a
direct product of four cyclic groups of orders 8, 4, 4 and 2 with the residues
of 1 q 2 i, i, 3 q 2 i and 11 as generators of the cyclic factors. Define a
Ž .class character x modulo M primitive with respect to t s 24 by x aR s
Ž . Ž . Ž .x a x a a g R with x s 1 and with x defined byf ‘ ‘ f
x 1 q 2 i s 1, x i s 1, x 3 q 2 i s "i , x 11 s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f f f f
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w xThen by 10, Theorem 14 we have the identities
h8 2tŽ .
5 5x I e I tr24 sŽ . Ž .Ý 3 3h t h 4tŽ . Ž .I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’1 mod t
and
5 5x I e I tr24 s 2h t h 4tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’5 mod t
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž Ž ..where h t s e tr24 Ł 1 y e nt , the Dedekind h-function.ns1
Obviously, the modular forms of this example are proper components.
w xAs a generalization of Theorem 4.8.2 11 we have:
THEOREM 3. Let R be a quadratic number ring with discriminant D - 0,
M a nonzero ideal of R and x a Grossen-character modulo M withÈ
uua a
x a s or a g RŽ . Ž .‘ ž / ž /< < < <a a
for some u g N . Let I be a class of ideals of R, and let t be a di¤isor of 240
such that the primiti¤e character which induces x is primiti¤e with respect to t.
Then the components
5 5 u r2 5 5q x , I , j; t s d q x I I e I t j g ZŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
IgI
5 5 Ž .I ’j mod t
Ž . Ž w x.of Hecke theta series are elements of G N, x x cf. 11, p. 115 , i.e.,uq1 D f
Ž .entire modular forms of weight u q 1 on the congruence group G N with0
< < 5 5multiplier x x , where N s D M and x is the Dirichlet-character de-D f D
Ž .fined by the Jacobi symbol Dr? . If u ) 0 then these functions are cusp
forms.
In particular, if h denotes the class number of R,
5 5 u r2 5 5d ? h q x I I e I tŽ . Ž .Ý
I1R
I/0
w x w xis a modular form, 7, Beispiel 3 and 11, Theorem 4.8.2. . By inspecting
the gamma factors we see that only L-functions of quadratic number fields
Ž wcan serve as a Mellin transform of a modular form of one variable cf. 6,
x.p. 213f . So apparently there are no other automorphic proper compo-
Ž .nents than those based on imaginary quadratic fields see Remark 2.1. .
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w xWe will prove the theorem by using the Weil principle 17 and the
w Ž .xfollowing generalization of 11, 3.3.11. :
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let R be a number ring and M, N / 0 two coprime ideals of
R. Let x be a Grossen-character modulo M and w a Grossen-characterÈ È
Ž . Ž .modulo N. For arbitrary j g Z, any t N t M and u N t N we ha¤e
Ž 5 5. Ž 5 5.gcd t, N s 1, gcd u, M s 1 and
G xw , j mod lcm t , uŽ .Ž .Ž .
5 5y1 = 5 5y1 =s x N w M G x , j N mod t G w , j M mod u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž5 5 5 5.Proof. The first two statements are obvious because of gcd M , N
s 1. To prove the formula let m, n and d be ideal numbers with
Ž . Ž . Ž .m s M, n s N and d being the different of R.
Ž .y1 < Ž . <First case: There is no x g mnd mnd prime to mn with N x ’Ã Ã
Ž Ž .. Ž .j mod lcm t, u . Then obviously G xw, j s 0. Assume
5 5y1 = 5 5y1 =G x , j N mod t / 0 and G w , j M mod u / 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .y1 Ž .y1Then we have numbers x g md md prime to m and y g nd ndÄ Ä
prime to n with
N nx ’ j mod t and N my ’ j mod u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä
For x s nx which is prime to m and y s my which is prime to n we haveÄ Ä
y1 y1 y1x g mnd md s mnd mnd n ; mnd mnd andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1 y1 y1y g mnd nd s mnd mnd m ; mnd mnd .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . <The equation y s yx would imply N x ’ j mod t and N x ’
Ž . < Ž . < Ž Ž ..j mod u ; hence N x ’ j mod lcm t, u , a contradiction. Therefore we
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <have y q x ’ y mod n and x q y ’ x mod m . This implies N x q y ’
Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž Ž ..j mod t and N x q y ’ j mod u ; thereby N x q y ’ j mod lcm t, u .
Ž .y1Since x q y is prime to mn and since x q y g mnd mnd this is a
contradiction again. So the right side of our formula vanishes too.
Ž .y1Second case: There is a number x g mnd mnd prime to mn withÃ
< Ž . < Ž Ž ..N x ’ j mod lcm t, u . Since m and n are coprime there are idealÃ
numbers a, b with am, bn g R and am q bn s 1. Now the isomorphism
= = =Rr m = Rr n ( Rr mnŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
of the Chinese remainder-theorem is induced by
x , x ‹ amx q bnx .Ž .1 2 2 1
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< Ž . < Ž Ž ..For x s amx q bnx the congruence N x ’ 1 mod lcm t, u is equiva-2 1
lent to
N x ’ N x ’ 1 mod t and N x ’ N x ’ 1 mod u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
< Ž . <By assumption on t and u the function x ‹ N x induces a homomor-
phism
= =ÃRr mn “ Zrlcm t , u Z .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Hence the above isomorphism projects the group of all
= =x mod m , x mod n g Rr m = Rr nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž .with N x ’ 1 mod t and N x ’ 1 mod u onto the group of all1 2
=x mod mn g Rr mnŽ . Ž .Ž .
< Ž . < Ž Ž .. Ž .with N x ’ 1 mod lcm t, u . Since x mod mn is a unit it followsÃ
G xw , jŽ .
x
s xw mnd xw x e TrŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý‘ f ž /mndy1Ž . Ž .xgmnd mnd r mn
< Ž . < Ž Ž ..N x ’j mod lcm t , u
xxÃ
s xw mnd xw x x x w x e TrŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ý‘ f f f ž /mndŽ .xgRr mn
< Ž . < Ž Ž ..N x ’1 mod lcm t , u
s xw mnd xw x x x w xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ý‘ f f 1 f 2
Ž . Ž .x gRr m , x gRr n1 2
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž .N x ’1 mod t , N x ’1 mod u1 2
x am q x bn xŽ . Ã2 1
= e Tr .ž /mnd
Because of the additivity of e(Tr the double sum equals
x bx x axÃ Ã1 2
x x e Tr w x e TrŽ . Ž .Ý Ýf 1 f 2 ž /ž /md nd 0 0Ž . Ž .x gRr m x gRr n1 2
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž .N x ’1 mod t N x ’1 mod u1 2
s t x , bx , 1 t w , ax , 1 .Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
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But as in the proof of the first case in Lemma 1 this is
x bx t x , 1, N b j w ax t w , 1, N a jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ãf f
Ž . Ž . Ž .since a mod n and b mod m are units because of am q bn s 1 and
since
N x ’ j mod lcm t , u .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã
Ž . Ž .From bn ’ 1 mod m and am ’ 1 mod n we get
y1 =t x , 1, N b j s t x , 1, N n j mod t andŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
y1 =t w , 1, N a j s t w , 1, N m j mod u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
So finally the claim follows:
y1
G xw , j s x mnd x n t x , 1, N n j w mnd w mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ f ‘ f
y1
= t w , 1, N m jŽ .Ž .
y1s x md x n t x , 1, N n j w nd w mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ ‘
y1
= t w , 1, N m jŽ .Ž .
y1 y1s x n G x , j N n w m G w , j N m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Now Theorem 3 can be proved essentially in the same way as Theorem
w x4.8.2 in 11 : without loss of generality we can assume x to be primitive
because if P is a prime ideal and x 9 is the character mod PM induced by
x , then
u x X , I , j; tŽ .
5 5 u r2 X 5 5y1 = 5 5s u x , I , j; t y x P P u x , I , j P mod t ; P tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for the class IX defined by P IX ; I. Here the last summand is understood
Ž5 5 .to be zero if gcd P , t / 1. Let M denote the set of all primes not
dividing 6N. For any primitive Dirichlet-character c modulo p g M
5 5G x c ( ? , j mod tŽ .Ž .Ž .
y15 5 5 5 5 5s x pR c M G x , j mod t pR mod t G c ( ?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
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5 5 2 Ž .by Lemma 2. Since p is prime to 24 we have pR s p ’ 1 mod 24 . So
5 5 5 5 5 5G x c ( ? , j mod t s x pR c M G x , j mod t G c ( ?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . ‘ Ž .because of t N 24. For any Fourier series f t s Ý a e nt let f be thens0 n c
function
‘
f t s c n a e nt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýc n
ns0
2 u q 1 y 1'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 5 5 .L e t f t s q x , I , j; t a n d g t s i Mu
XŽ . Ž .Ý G j , kj q j , I , k; t . From Theorem 2 we deducekŽmod t . u
0 y1
<f s C guq1 2c c cž /p N 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .w Ž . Ž .xwith C s x p x p c yN G c rG c and with the Petersson opera-c D f
< Ž w Ž .x. w xtor cf. 11, 2.1.5 . Using Weil's theorem 11, p. 128 and Lemma 4.3.9k
w x11 we obtain the desired automorphy of f. The statements about the
w xbehavior of f at the cusps follow as in Theorem 4.8.2 11 .
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Ž wUsing Theorem 3 and the valence principle for modular forms cf. 13, p.
x.47f we can prove many theta identities like the example of Section 5 by
Ž .comparing Fourier coefficients. Indeed see Section 7 all h-products
 4h t h mt , m g 1, 2, . . . , 23Ž . Ž .
coincide up to a constant with theta components
5 5x I e I trtŽ . Ž .Ý
I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’s mod t
Ž .where 1 q m r24 s srt with coprime natural numbers s and t. For
w Ž .xm s 1 Ramanujan 14, 118 observed such an identity in terms of the
w x 2corresponding L-series. Schoeneberg 15 established an identity for h
with theta components on two different imaginary quadratic number rings.
w x w xFor m s 2 and 4 the same is shown in 9 and 10 , respectively. For the
primes m s 3, 5, 7, 11, 23 the existence of a theta identity is pointed out in
w x w x1 . For the other odd primes F 23 identities are given in 3, p. 429 .
'Ž . w x Ž . ŽEXAMPLE m s 7 . Let R s Z v , v s 1 q y3 r2 and M s 1 y
.Ž . Ž .2v 1 q 2v one of the two ideals of norm 21 . The unit group of R
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modulo M is a direct product of two cyclic groups of orders 6 and 2 with
the residues of v and y2v as generators of the cyclic factors. One gets a
Ž .=system of representatives for RrM by choosing those points inside the
Ž . n Ž .polygon with vertices 1 q 2v v , 0 F n F 5 Voronoi-cell with centre 0
Ž . n Žwhich are different from 0 and different from 1 q v v , 0 F n F 5 see
.the following figure .
w x Ž .Ž .FIG. 1. Example of a character x on Z v with modulus 1 y 2v 1 q 2v .f
Now let x be the class character modulo M primitive with respect to
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žt s 3 defined by x aR s x a x a a g R with x s 1 and with cf.f ‘ ‘
.figure
x v s 1, x y2v s y1.Ž . Ž .f f
For the theta component modulo t with class character x we have
5 5x I e I tr3 s h t h 7t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’1 mod 3
'Ž . w xEXAMPLE m s 14 . The number ring R s Z y14 has class number
'4. Let l be a fourth root of 5 q 2 y14 . Then the group generated by
= ='Ž . Ž .K s Q y14 and l is a domain of ideal numbers for K with l s 3Z
Ã'Ž .q 1 y y14 Z. Let R be its monoid of algebraic integers. Then the unit
Ãgroup of R modulo 4R is a product of two cyclic groups of orders 8 and 4
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'with the residues of l and 7 as generators of the cyclic factors. We
define an octet of class characters x s x modulo M by x s 1 and byd«n ‘
1 'x l s d q n i , x 7 s y«Ž . Ž . Ž .f f'2
 4with arbitrary d , « , n g y1, 1 . Then we have the identities
h 2 2t h 2 7tŽ . Ž .
5 5x I e I tr8 s ,Ž . Ž .Ý
h t h 14tŽ . Ž .I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’1 mod 8
'5 5x I e I tr8 s d ? 2 h 2t h 7t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’3 mod 8
'5 5x I e I tr8 s d« ? 2 h t h 14t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’5 mod 8
h 2 t h 2 14tŽ . Ž .
5 5x I e I tr8 s y« ? .Ž . Ž .Ý
h 2t h 7tŽ . Ž .I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’7 mod 8
'Ž . w xEXAMPLE m s 22 . The number ring R s Z y66 has class number
'8. Let l be a fourth root of y19 q 2 y66 and m a square root of y11.
='Ž .Then the group generated by Q y66 , l and m is a domain of ideal
' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .numbers for Q y66 with l s 5Z q 2 y y66 Z 1 R and m s
Ã'11Z q y66 Z 1 R. Let R be its monoid of algebraic integers. Then the
Ã 'Ž .unit group of R modulo M s 4 3Z q y66 Z is a direct product of four
'cyclic groups of orders 8, 4, 2 and 2 with the residues of l, 1 q y66 , 5
and m as generators of the cyclic factors. We define an octet of class
characters x s x modulo M by x s 1 and byd«n ‘
x l s n , x 5 s y1, x m s « ,Ž . Ž . Ž .f f f
'x 1 q y66 s yd«nŽ .f
 4with arbitrary d , « , n g y1, 1 . Then x is primitive with respect to 24. We
have
5 5x I e I tr24 s 2d ? h 2t h 11t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’13 mod 24
5 5x I e I tr24 s 2d« ? h t h 22t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
I1R
5 5 Ž .I ’23 mod 24
We conclude this section with an identity for an h-product of weight
two.
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w xEXAMPLE. For R s Z i and M s 12 R the group of units of RrM is a
direct product of three cyclic groups of orders 8, 4 and 2 with the residues
of 1 q 2 i, i and 7 q 6 i as generators of the cyclic factors. Define a class
Ž .character x modulo M primitive with respect to t s 12 by x aR s
Ž . Ž . Ž .x a x a a g R withf ‘
x 1 q 2 i s yi s x i , x 7 q 6 i s y1 andŽ . Ž . Ž .f f f
< <  4x a s ar a a g R _ 0 .Ž . Ž .‘
Then we have
5 5 2 2x I e I tr12 s 4h t h 4t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
w xI1Z i
5 5 Ž .I ’5 mod 12
This is a proper component since the first Fourier coefficient of
5 5x I e I tr12Ž . Ž .Ý
w xI1Z i
5 5 Ž .I ’1 mod 12
is not zero.
7. TABLE
Ž . reFor 1 F m F 23 we consider all h-products Ł h et which aree < m
entire modular forms of weight 1r2 ? Ý r s 1 and satisfy r s r . Wee < m e m r e e
write 1r24Ý er s srt in lowest terms. We list all Hecke theta seriese < m e
Ž . Ž . Ž5 5 .u x ; t s Ý x I e I trt with Grossen-character x on imaginaryÈI / Ž0. 'Ž .quadratic fields Q yd , d ) 0 squarefree, which have h-products as
Žconsidered here as their components modulo t. We also list linear
.combinations of h-products which are Eisenstein series. We list the period
P of x , i.e., an ideal number for the modulus of x , and the number n of
different characters. Observe that for d s 15 and d s 23 there is more
than one character of period 1; they exist because the class number is
) 1. Finally we identify the theta series u of weight 1. Here we adopt the
w r1 r2 r3 x Ž . r1 Ž . r2 Ž . r3 w xnotation 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . for h t h 2t h 3t ? ??? from 3 . The sym-
Ž .bol F stands for any theta component with expansion F t sj j
Ž .Ý a e ntrt , a s 1, which has not been identified as an h-prod-n’ jŽmod t . n j
 4uct. The signs d and « can be chosen in y1, 1 depending on the
w x w xcharacter. Most of the identities are contained in 8, Chap. 6 . In 3 a few
of the modular forms F are identified as linear combinations of h-prod-j
ucts which do not necessarily satisfy r s r .m r e e
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m t d P n u Remarkrreferences
2w x w x w x w x1 12 1 6 2 1 14 , 15 , 16
' w x w x1 12 3 4 y3 2 15 , 16
Ž . w x w x2 8 1 4 1 q i 2 1, 2 9
w x w x2 8 2 4 2 1 , 9
w x w x w x3 6 3 6 2 1, 3 1 , 9
y4 10 y4w x4 1 1 1 1 1 , 2 , 4 Eisenstein series
2 y2 2w x4 4 1 4 1 1 , 2 , 4 Eisenstein series
y1 4 y1w x4 8 1 8 2 1 , 2 , 4
'4 8 2 4 y2 2
y2 6 y2w x4 12 1 12 2 1 , 2 , 4
'Ž .4 12 3 4 3 q y3 2
y3 8 y3w x w x w x4 24 1 24 4 1 , 2 , 4 q 2d ? 1, 4 10
' w x4 24 6 4 y6 4 10
Ž .5 4 1 2 1 q 2 i 1
Ž . w x5 4 1 2 1 y 2 i 1 1, 5
w x5 4 5 2 2 1
'Ž .6 8 2 4 1 q y2 2
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2'Ž . w x w x6 8 2 4 1 y y2 2 1 , 2 , 3 , 6 q d ? 1 , 2 , 3 , 6
6 8 6 4 4
y2 3 3 y2 'w x w x6 24 6 12 8 1 , 2 , 3 , 6 q d 3 ? 2, 3
3 y2 y2 3' w x w xqd« 3 ? 1, 6 y « ? 1 , 2 , 3 , 6
'7 3 3 3 q 2 y3 1
' w x7 3 3 3 y 2 y3 1 1, 7
w x7 3 7 3 2 1
y2 3 3 y2w x8 1 2 1 1 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 Eisenstein series
2 y1 y1 2w x8 2 2 2 1 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 Eisenstein series
y1 2 2 y1 'w x w x8 8 2 8 4 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 q d 2 ? 1, 8
y1 4 y1 'w x w x9 12 1 18 4 1 , 3 , 9 q d 3 ? 1, 9
Ž .10 8 1 4 1 q 3i 2
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2Ž . w x w x10 8 1 4 1 y 3i 2 1 , 2 , 5 , 10 q d ? 1 , 2 , 5 , 10
10 8 10 4 4
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m t d P n u Remarkrreferences
'Ž .10 24 6 4 3 q y6 4
'Ž . w x w x10 24 6 4 3 y y6 4 F q d ? F q 2« ? 2, 5 y 2d« ? 1, 101 5
10 24 10 12 8
w x w x11 2 11 2 2 1, 11 1
y1 y1w x12 2 3 4 1 1, 2 , 3, 4, 6 , 12 Eisenstein series
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2w x w x12 4 3 8 2 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 q d ? 1 , 2 , 6 , 12 Eisenstein series
y1 3 y1 y1 3 y1w x12 6 3 12 2 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 12
'Ž .12 8 2 4 2 q y2 2
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2'Ž . w x w x12 8 2 4 2 y y2 2 1 , 2 , 6 , 12 q d ? 2 , 3 , 4 , 6
12 8 3 16 4
y1 y1 y1 y1w x w x12 12 3 24 4 1 , 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 q d ? 1, 2, 3 , 4 , 6, 12
y1 2 2 y1 'w x w x12 24 3 48 8 1 , 3 , 4 , 12 q d 3 ? 3, 4
2 y1 y1 2' w x w xqd« 3 ? 1, 12 q « ? 1 , 3 , 4 , 12
'Ž .13 12 3 4 6 q y3 2
'Ž . w x13 12 3 4 6 y y3 2 F q 2d ? 1, 131
w x13 12 13 6 4 3
y1 2 2 y1 'w x w x14 8 14 4 8 1 , 2 , 7 , 14 q d 2 ? 2, 7
2 y1 y1 2' w x w xqd« 2 ? 1, 14 y « ? 1 , 2 , 7 , 14
y1 2 2 y1w x15 1 15 1 1 1 , 3 , 5 , 15 Eisenstein series
2 y1 y1 2w x15 1 15 1 1 1 , 3 , 5 , 15 Eisenstein series
w x w x15 3 15 3 4 3, 5 q d ? 1, 15
y1 2 2 y1 y1 2 y1'w x w x16 8 1 16 4 1 , 2 , 8 , 16 q d 2 ? 1, 2 , 4 , 8 , 16
y1 2 y1 y1 3 y2 3 y1'w x w x16 24 1 48 8 1 , 2, 4 , 8, 16 q d 2 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , 16
y2 4 y2' w x w xyd« 2 ? 1, 2 , 4 , 8 , 16 q 2« ? 1, 16
' w x w x17 4 17 4 4 F q d 2 ? 1, 17 31
Ž .18 8 1 12 1 q i 2
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2w x w x18 8 2 12 2 1 , 2 , 9 , 18 y 1 , 2 , 9 , 18
y1 y1 'w x w x18 24 2 36 8 1 , 2, 3, 6, 9, 18 q d 3 ? 2, 9
y1 y1 'w x w xq« ? 1, 2 , 3, 6, 9 , 18 q d« 3 ? 1, 18
' w x w x19 6 19 6 4 F q d 3 ? 1, 19 31
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m t d P n u Remarkrreferences
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2w x w x20 4 5 4 2 2 , 4 , 5 , 10 y 1 , 2 , 10 , 20 Eisenstein series
y1 y1w xq2d ? 1, 2 , 4, 5, 10 , 20
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2Ž . w x w x20 4 1 4 2 q i 1 2 , 4 , 5 , 10 q 1 , 2 , 10 , 20
y1 3 y1 y1 3 y1Ž . w x20 4 1 4 2 y i 1 s 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 10 , 20
20 4 5 4 2
y1 2 2 y1 'w x w x20 8 5 8 8 1 , 2 , 10 , 20 q d 2 ? 4, 5
2 y1 y1 2 'w x w xq« ? 2 , 4 , 5 , 10 y d« 2 ? 1, 20
' 'w x w x21 12 21 6 8 F q d 3 ? 3, 7 q « ? F y d« 3 ? 1, 211 7
'Ž .22 8 2 4 3 q y2 2
y1 2 2 y1 2 y1 y1 2'Ž . w x w x22 8 2 4 3 y y2 2 1 , 2 , 11 , 22 q 1 , 2 , 11 , 22
22 8 22 4 4
w x w x22 24 22 12 8 F q « ? F q 2d ? 2, 11 q 2d« ? 1, 221 11
'22 24 66 4 3 8
w x w x23 1 23 1 2 1, 23 1
We observe that every h-product as considered here which is a cusp form
is in fact a component of some theta series, up to a scalar factor. Several of
these h-products are theta components for two different number fields.
There are some h-products which are theta components and can be
written as Eisenstein series.
All the other h-products as considered here are neither cusp forms nor
theta components, but again can be written as Eisenstein series. We list
them here.
m t Eisenstein series
y2 5 y2 y2 5 y2 y1 y1 3 3 y1 y1 3 y1 y1 y1 y1 3w x w x w x12 1 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 12 y 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 12 s 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 12
y2 5 y4 5 y2w x16 1 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , 16
2 y1 y1 2w x16 1 1 , 2 , 8 , 16
y1 y1w x20 1 1 , 2, 4, 5, 10, 20
y1 y1w x20 1 1, 2, 4 , 5 , 10, 20
y2 5 y2 y2 5 y2 y1 y1 y1 y1w x w x w x20 1 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 10 , 20 s 1 , 2, 4, 5, 10, 20 q 1, 2, 4 , 5 , 10, 20
Ž .Open questions: a Is there an analogue of Theorem 3 for components of
theta series with characters on arbitrary totally imaginary number fields?
Are they Hilbert modular forms?
Ž .b Is there a generalization of Theorem 3 from imaginary quadratic
Žfields to totally imaginary quadratic extensions of totally real fields? See
w x .2, p. 168 for t s 1.
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